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100% Real [All Platform]Q: SVN control access to branches Suppose we have a repository such as this: /ProjectName /Code /Global

/Project A /Project B /Branch A /Branch B We have a user that works with Project B, and the project manager has control over
Project A. The access to Project A should be locked down. The access to Project B should be fine. How can I accomplish this with

Subversion? My instinct is to have two repositories, one that is accessible to all users (the central project) and one that is locked down
for the users that can only read. But I'm open to suggestions. A: You should use two repositories, but do not let the end user see them.
Each one can be organized in the usual way. For example, user A should only see branch A and B, but user B should see only branch
A and code, and user C should only see branch A and branch B and code. All the users, and the project manager, use branch A. This

is a more formal setup: global (non-versioned) project is controlled by the project manager; code is controlled by the project manager
(code accessible to user A is not controlled by the project manager); branch A is controlled by the project manager; branch B is
controlled by the project manager (and so is branch A); branch A is controlled by the project manager; branch B and code are

controlled by the project manager. That means, for example, the project manager will have the "global" project, but no ability to read
branch
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